ABSTRACT XML has experimented a rapid growth mostly because of its application on the Web. Application varies from version control management, data storage to clustering and information retrieval. In this context, it is necessary to develop efficient techniques for comparing XML documents. Many method proposed are based only on structural commonalities, ignoring semantics. In this paper, we propose a new method for comparing XML documents based on LevelEdge combining tag structural and semantic similarities.
INTRODUCTION
XML (eXtensible Markup Language) is a markup language presented by the W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) that allows to represent hierarchically data with tags. This representation has grown as many applications on the Web have adopted this language. Due to the large amount of information represented in XML, it is needed to be managed efficiently mainly for storage and information retrieval [8] . XML document comparison is applied to several fields including versioning, classification and clustering among others.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Some information represented by this language has been structured using standards, but as the Internet grows there is a great diversity of heterogeneous documents that may present similar data. Structure-only methods ignore semantics and do not take advantage of the XML hierarchical scheme. In this context, structural similarity is not the only measurement that must be taken while comparing XML documents, but also semantic similarity between concepts.
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Motivation
Consider, for example, XML trees in Figures 1a and 1b. We can realize that both examples have the same context but using different words for express the nodes. We can conclude at first appearance that both have a high similarity including when they use distinct words concerning at the same context. Nonetheless, such semantic similarities are left unaddressed by existing approaches based on structural similarities as [2] [1]. Moreover, the relation between the nodes gives more meaning to the context of the document and permits to develop the semantic in a complex structure (parent/child). This is another situation that the structural-grammar approaches, [7] for example does not take into account.
Contribution and Organization of the Paper
The goal of our paper is to provide an improved XML structural and semantic similarity method for comparing heterogeneous XML documents based on the algorithm of XEdge [1] and using the potentiality of semantics into the structure. In short, we also aim to test on existing approaches mainly [2] , [7] , in order to take into account the various approaches to compute commonalities while comparing XML trees.
The contribution of this study can be summarized as follows: i) introducing an approach for computing XML similarity taking into account the structure, the relation between the nodes and semantic of the nodes, ii)comparing with other approaches based on structure-only, structuregrammar to develop the difference when we introduce the semantic into the structure. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the background in Level Structure and Level Edge Structure. In Section 3 we develop our XML structural and semantic similarity approach with two examples using XEdge and our technique. Section 4 presents experimental results. Conclusions are covered in Section 5. LevelStructure groups distinct tag nodes from each level and presents it as a list of levels where each level has a list of unique tags. Repeated nodes are taken into account once.
Information presented in LevelStructure are the nodes for each level in each document. Relations between these nodes are omitted. Therefore it is possible to find XML documents with different relations between nodes with the same LevelStructure representation. This can be common in XML documents derived from the same DTD where they share a strong structure similarity.
LevelEdge Structure
LevelEdge structure is introduced by [4] as a compact XML summary of the document based on edges that represent the relationship between two nodes (parent/child). The XML document is represented grouping each level as a vector of distinct edges. This representation preserves the relationship between nodes through the structure.
Representation
The LevelEdge representation is an improvement over LevelStructure, introduced by the same authors [4] , because it keeps the relation between two consecutive levels. In LevelStructure representation, the XML document is summarized in vectors of distinct nodes for each level but the context of each node is lost. The main advantage of LevelEdge over LevelStructure is the preservation of structural relation between two consecutive nodes.
XML documents that are derived from different DTDs can have similar tags in different levels. With LevelStructure both documents can be considered highly similar because of the coincidence of several node tags. LevelEdge distinguishes both documents if the node tags do not share the same relation between similar node tags. XML documents that are derived from the same DTD may share sets of node tags that are similar or equal in each level. In this case LevelStructure will not differentiate such documents. With LevelEdge the documents may share most of the node tags but the relation between them may differ and therefore the level of similarity is more accurate.
LevelEdge can distinguish documents based on edges in the same level. However, even if two documents share the same set of edges in all levels, there is a chance that those documents will not be the same because the vectors of edges that represent the XML documents will have distinct edges in each level. If there is more than one edge with the same parent and child node tag, then it will be stored as a single edge in that level.
Distance metric in LevelEdge Structures
The authors in [1] propose a distance metric to measure similarity between two XML documents in LevelEdge representations. This metric compares identical edges in order to compute the final similarity.
Consider L1 and L2 as two LevelEdge representations of two XML documents. The similarity measure is as follows: ti is the total number of edges in L1 and L2.
The positive integer a is a factor that measures the importance of higher levels of the representation.
Heterogeneous documents do not derive from the same DTDs therefore edges may not occur on the same levels and tags might vary even if they are semantically equivalent. The distance measure is modified as follows:
where c 1 i is the number of common edges found at the level i of L and the other lower levels of the LevelStructure being compared.
The procedure of this equation of two XML documents represented as L1 and L2 is as follows: 4. Repeat the procedure until all levels are checked.
Note that when similarity is 1, this does not mean that the two documents are exactly the same, but that all their edges are common in both documents. Finally the final distance between two documents is computed as follows:
LevelEdge representation allows to maintain relations between tags and their parents. The first distance measure works with homogeneous documents as they derive from the same DTDs, but XML has been widely used in different scenarios and therefore they may have different sources. The second distance metric works well for heterogenous documents, but it computes a comparison of identical edges, however an edge can be structurally different but semantically equivalent.
PROPOSAL
In this approach, the semantically differences between tags and the distance while comparing levels are taken into account. In the previous approach, the distance between the levels on node tags have no effect in the similarity measure, that is, edges being in different levels in LevelEdge representation will be treated as if they were in the same level. The a factor only measures the deepness of the edge being compared against all the edges that are in lower levels in the other LevelEdge representation. The edge being compared in the first LeveEdge representation will be affected by the a factor but the similarity between this edge and the second LevelEdge representation will not be affected.
In this approach, we introduce a modified d factor presented in [6] which is used when comparing edges from different levels. Let L1 and L2 be two representations in LevelEdge of two documents and let ci and cj be two edges. The modified d factor is as follows:
The d factor component measures the distance between two edges. As more levels are between two edges, there will be less structural similarity. A d factor = 1 will indicate that both edges share the same level in the different LevelEdge representations. Edges from the same levels in both LevelEdge representations will not be affected by this factor.
LevelEdge compares common edges in different levels structurally, that is, if they share the same node tag then it will be considered as a common edge, but even if two edges are structurally different, they can be semantically more similar than others. This approach takes into account semantic similarity while comparing two edges. Lin similarity [3] is used to measure the distance between two concepts, in this context it will be used to compare node tags from two edges. In this paper, Lin semantic similarity is based on Wordnet. S(c1, c2) is defined as the semantic similarity between two edges based on Lin.
S(ci, cj)
where ci 1 and cj 1 are the parents of both edges and ci 2 and cj 2 the children of ci and cj respectively. S(ci, cj) will be 1 if the parent node tags in both LevelEdge structures have the same or equivalent semantic similarity and also the child node tags have the same or equivalent semantic similarity, in this case the edges being compared will be semantically equivalent. This semantic similarity will be affected by the d factor if they are in different levels.
The similarity between two edges based on d factor and S values is given by:
This similarity takes into account the structure distance between two edges and the semantic similarity between parent and child node tags. With this similarity, we find the similarity value for each edge and the other LevelEdge representation using the following formula:
where |L| represents the number of levels of the LevelEdge representation L. The positive integer a remains as in the initial distance measure of LevelEdge representation.
Given two LevelEdge representations L1 and L2, let ci be an edge at level i from L1 compared to L2. The procedure for the previous equation is as follows:
1. Start by positioning L at level i. The vector of edges at level i will be Lj.
For each edge in
Lj calculate the similarity measure between ci and Lj k . The final similarity will be modified by the influence of the level.
Repeat until there is no more level at L.
SimL represents the similarity between each edge from each level from LevelEdge representation L and another LevelEdge representation L . SimL is defined as follows:
The final similarity between two level structures is as follows:
where M represents the total number of distinct edges in L1 and L2 and ni is the sum of edges that have been compared at each level.
This similarity measure has a value between 0 and 1. A value of 0 represents two different documents and a value of 1 represents documents with high similarity.
In order to illustrate our approach and how it compares to LevelEdge similarity algorithm, we present a computation example for both algorithms. In these examples, L1 and L2 will be the representions of LevelEdge structures from the figure 1a and 1b respectively. Figure 1 presents two representations of XML documents and its corresponding LevelEdge representation, both representations share common node tags and a high semantic similarity.
LevelEdge Computation example
The similarity between two the LevelEdge representation from figure 1 based on the equation 3 is:
The final similarity is low between these representations because they share few equal nodes between their levels.
Computation example Our approach
Consider the two XML representations from figure 1. Due to space limitation, there will be compared only an example for each equation from our approach.
The first step is to compute simc between two edges from the LevelEdge representation from the equation 7. We will consider the edges numbered 1 and 9 which corresponds to the edges (university, department) and (faculty, school) respectively. In order to get the simc, the S and d factor values need to be calculated as follows: The final value for simc between these two edges is:
Considering that we have computed all the simc values required for the computation of equation 8 sim level that corresponds to the similarity between the edge and the LevelEdge structure being compared, the sim level value is: The value of the constant a = 2 is considered as it is in [1] , the optimal value for this factor will not be treated in this paper.
The similarity simL from equation 9 that corresponds to the partial similarity between the first LevelEdge structure and the second LevelEdge structure is:
The final similarity taken into account the values from simL for both LevelEdge structures will be:
The final similarity is higher than the LevelEdge structures beacuse it considers semantic similarity in edges.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experimental results were performed with a dataset of 200 documents derived from 8 DTDs extracted from WisconsinMadison University 1 . The documents have a total of 56,971 nodes, an average depth of 3.965 and an average of 284.85 nodes per document.
Single Hierarchical Clustering [5] was used in order to classify the documents to its corresponding DTDs to test the effectiveness of this new method and we applied three measures: precision, recall and F-value. Table 1 shows the results for the test and a comparison with the algorithms [2] , [1] , [7] and the proposed approach. Our approach performed better than the other algorithms and improved the performance of its predecessor XEdge. Chawathe is a structure only algorithm based on edit distance. Chawathe did not perform well as it only matches equal node tags and does not take into account semantic similarity. Tekli introduces semantic similarity and it is also a edit distance algorithm. Both algorithms performs comparison based on a single node, XEdge extends the comparison to edges in the structures which increased the values measured in the tests. Our approach in addition to XEdge introduces semantics and level differences which had a positive impact on the results. Our algorithm and XEdge classified almost all the documents on its correct DTD grammar.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a new similarity measure was presented to compare XML documents. The documents were represented in LevelEdge Structure and the similarity measure was based on XEdge distance metric. The new method compared structural and semantical characteristics and provided a better accuracy in heterogeneous documents. The introduction of semantics in heterogeneous documents in the LevelEdge representation improved the original XEdge algorithm and also the other structure-only and semantic algorithms.
